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Abstract

Constructing a discriminative affinity graph plays an essential role in graph-based image segmentation, and feature directly influences the discriminative power of the affinity graph. In this paper, we propose a new method based on the weighted color patch to compute the weight of edges in an affinity graph. The proposed method intends to incorporate both color and neighborhood information by representing pixels with color patches. Furthermore, we assign both local and global weights adaptively for each pixel in a patch in order to alleviate the over-smooth effect of using patches. The normalized cut (NCut) algorithm is then applied on the resulting affinity graph to find partitions. We evaluate the proposed method on the Prague color texture image benchmark and the Berkeley image segmentation database. The extensive experiments show that our method is competitive compared to the other standard methods with multiple evaluation metrics.
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1 Introduction

Image segmentation is one of the fundamental yet most difficult tasks in computer vision. In recent years, the graph-based methods have been proven
successful and widely applied to image segmentation, mainly because they have an efficient tool to solve the optimization problem of segmentation [2] and can naturally incorporate different type of features in the affinity graph. Usually, the graph-based methods first construct an affinity graph from a given image, and then partition the resulting graph into different clusters with certain cut criterions [10] [19]. Thus, constructing a discriminative affinity graph plays an essential role in such methods. For a desirable partition result, the pixels should be similar to each other in intra-clusters while different from each other in inter-clusters. The similarity between two pixels can be measured by the distance of different features such as color, boundary, texture, etc.

Therefore, feature is an important factor since its properties directly influence the discriminative power of the resulting affinity graph. In the literature, numerous works have been proposed to design powerful features for image segmentation. Generally, the features applied to the graph construction can be categorized as pixel-based and region-based according to the definition of graph nodes. For the pixel-based features, pixels in an image are directly considered as nodes in the affinity graph. Brightness, color and boundary are the most common features adopted to compute the pairwise similarity of pixels. Moreover, inventing contour cue [13] has been proposed to capture edge information. Color and contour cue [7] are often combined in an unsupervised manner, and some works tried to fuse multiple types of features by learning on the ground-truth data of image database [4]. In the region-based case, graph nodes are represented by the over-segmented superpixels [14] [15]. Many kinds of features can be explored to compute the similarity of two nodes. For example, [15] used the averaged color to compute the affinity graph, and [5] fused color histogram, local binary patterns (LBP) and scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) with low-ranking.

In this paper, we propose a new method based on the weighted color patch to construct a more discriminative affinity graph. The idea of representing a pixel with a patch has been proven successful in non-local image denoising [3]. However, it produces the over-smooth effect due to considering each member equally in the patch. Therefore, it is necessary to assign different weight to each pixel in the patch. J. Zexuan et al. [12] investigated this idea in their work on fuzzy c-means clustering, but they only considered gray intensities to compute the similarity of two pixels. For image segmentation, it is insufficient to use only gray intensities, while color is also a very discriminative and efficient feature for identifying different objects, especially in
natural images. Therefore, our proposed method intends to incorporate both color and neighborhood information. There are two main advantages: i) it can smooth local regions by averaging color information and ii) it can capture texture information by considering context neighboring cue. Furthermore, in order to incorporate spatial information, we also propose to assign a global weight to each pixel in an image according to different proportion of the object and background, so that the contrast between them is enhanced and a more discriminative affinity graph is constructed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we introduce the proposed weighted color patch (WCP) method elaborately in section 2, where local and global weights are presented in section 2.1 and 2.2 respectively, and we introduce the affinity graph construction based on WCP in section 2.3; in section 3, we present extensive experiments on the Prague texture image benchmark [11] and the Berkeley image segmentation database [1], and report the quantitative results with associated multiple evaluation metrics; the conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2 Proposed method for image segmentation

In this section, we present the proposed weighted color patch (WCP) method in detail and introduce the affinity graph construction based on WCP for image segmentation. The basic idea of WCP is to represent a pixel with a patch around it and assign both local and global weights to each member in the patch. To incorporate color information, the weighted patch is first calculated in each channel of the RGB color space, and then combined in the affinity graph construction step. For image segmentation, we apply the proposed method to compute the weight of edges in the affinity graph, which is further partitioned by the normalized cut (NCut) algorithm [19].

2.1 Local weights computation

As introduced in the introduction, using patches directly will cause the over-smooth effect mainly due to considering each member in the patch equally. Therefore, it is necessary to assign different weights to different pixels. In this paper, we adopt the method described in [12] to compute the local weights adaptively.

Let an image represented by \( I = \{g_1, ..., g_x\} \) with \( g_x \) as pixel intensity,
and a patch vector denoted as \( P_k = (g_k, N_k) \), where \( N_k \) is the neighborhood around the central pixel \( g_k \) with the size \( w \times w \). For each pixel \( g_r \) in the patch, its mean-square deviation \( \sigma_r \) is defined as follows:

\[
\sigma_r = \left[ \frac{\sum_{n \in N_k \setminus \{r\}} (g_r - g_n)^2}{n_k - 1} \right]^{1/2}
\] (1)

The computed mean-square deviation \( \sigma_r \) is then applied in the following exponential kernel function:

\[
\xi_r = \exp\left[ - \left( \sigma_r - \frac{\sum_{r \in N_k} \sigma_r}{n_k} \right) \right]
\] (2)

Finally, the local weight of pixel \( g_r \) is obtained by normalizing the value of \( \xi_r \):

\[
\omega_r = \frac{\xi_r}{\sum_{r \in N_k} \xi_r}
\] (3)

Since the applied Gaussian kernel decays very fast, those pixels whose mean-square deviation is far away from the average value will have a relatively small weights. An illustration of how to calculate the local weights is shown in Fig.1, and we take a patch from a natural image to depict the effectiveness of the local weights. We can observe that the patch is extracted from an inhomogeneous boundary region, thus relative to the central pixel, those pixels lying on the other side of the boundary are assigned with smaller weights in order to decrease their impact to the patch.

### 2.2 Global weights assignment

In addition to the local weights, which only reflect the structure of a local patch, we also propose to assign a global weight to each pixel in an image according to different proportion of the object and background, since we observed that they should have different contribution to the affinity graph construction because of different structure of the whole image content. More precisely, the proposed global weights are obtained by calculating a normalized histogram of the image based on the pixel values.

Fig.2 presents an example to show the effectiveness of using the global weights. Suppose that the intensities of the background, the triangle object
Figure 1: An illustration of the local weights calculation of a patch extracted from the boundary region in a natural image (the first column shows the gray values, the second column is the mean-square deviation of each pixel, and the last column shows the weights assigned to each pixel).

Figure 2: An illustration of the effectiveness of the global weights in a synthetic image.

and the rectangle object are 255, 200, 100 respectively, then their calculated global weights will be 0.7, 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. Without the global weights, the distances between the background and the objects are 55 and 155 respectively, while both distances become 158.5 when considering the global weights. Thus we can see that i) the distances between the background and the objects are increased; ii) both objects have the same distance to the background, which makes them easier to be segmented simultaneously.

2.3 Affinity graph construction

Given an image $I$, it can be represented as a graph $G = (V, E)$, with $V$ being the set of vertices and $E$ being the set of edges connecting two vertices. We apply the proposed WCP method to compute the weight of edges in the graph. In order to incorporate color information, the affinity graph is first computed in each channel of the RGB color space, formally defined as follows:

$$W(x_i, x_j) = e^{-\left(\|\sum_{i=1}^{N} P_{wi} - \sum_{j=1}^{N} P_{wj} ||^2 / \sigma \right)} \cdot ||x_i - x_j||_2 < r$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
where $W$ is the affinity graph, and $W(i, j)$ defines the edge weight of two vertices $i$ and $j$ in the graph. According to the derived weights, we discard those pixels in the patch whose weights are smaller than a threshold value which is set to $1/(n_k) \times 1/N$ with $n_k$ the size of the local patch, and $N$ the total number of pixels in the image. $x_i$ represents the spatial coordinates of pixel $i$, and $r$ is the graph radius.

$$P_{wi} = (g_r, \ r \in N_k, \ \text{if} \ \omega_r \times \xi_r \geq (1/(n_k) \times 1/N))$$

(5)

with $\xi_r$ represents the global weight assigned to pixel $g_r$. $\sigma$ in Eq.(4) is a positive constants to control the decaying speed of gaussian kernel function. $c$ represents each channel of the RGB color space.

The final affinity graph is obtained by averaging the results from all the channels.

### 2.4 Graph partitioning

Given the affinity graph $W$, we apply the normalized cut (NCut) algorithm to partition the graph into $k$ groups by solving the following generalized eigen-vector problem:

$$Ly = \lambda Dy$$

(6)

where $L = D - W$ is the Laplacian matrix, $D = diag(W1)$ is the diagonal degree matrix. The bottom $k$ eigenvectors are computed either by k-means [20] or discretization method [19].

### 3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed WCP method for image segmentation on two popular databases: the Prague color texture benchmark [11] and the Berkeley image segmentation database (BSD) [1]. For simplicity, we fix the parameters for all the following experiments as: $\sigma = 10$, $r = 10$ in Eq.(4) and the patch size is $7 \times 7$. 
3.1 Results on Prague texture benchmark

The Prague texture benchmark datasets are computer generated 512 × 512 random mosaics filled with randomly selected textures. This benchmark provides a bunch of criterions for evaluation (see Table 1), and we refer the readers to the website of [11] for a detailed description of all the measurements. The proposed method is compared with the other unsupervised benchmark algorithms, including: EDISON [6], JSEG [23] and SWA [18]. Fig. 3 presents seven selected 512 × 512 experimental benchmark mosaics and Table 1 gives their corresponding numerical scores w.r.t. different indicators. It can be observed that EDISON and JSEG tend to oversegment images while SWA and our method have better trade-off between over-/under-segmentation. From the results presented in Table 1, we can see that no single algorithm can outperform all the others on all the measurements. However, our method ranks the first place on 7 indicators (displayed in bold) while JSED has only two and SWA has only four best results. In particular, although EDISON also has 8 best performances, its other performances such as OS, O and C lagged far behind ours, which makes our method the best overall algorithm regarding to all associated indicators.

| Metrics | region-based | | consistency measure | | clustering | |
|---------|--------------|-----------------|-------------------|------------|-------------|
| Methods | CS↑ | OS↓ | US↓ | ME↓ | NE↓ | GCE↓ | LCE↓ | dM↓ | dD↓ | dVI↓ | |
| EDSION | 12.68 | 86.91 | 0.00 | 2.48 | 4.68 | 3.55 | 3.44 | 35.37 | 16.84 | 25.65 | - |
| JSEG | 27.47 | 38.62 | 5.04 | 35.00 | 35.50 | 18.45 | 11.64 | 23.38 | 15.19 | 17.37 | - |
| SWA | 27.06 | 50.21 | 4.53 | 25.76 | 27.50 | 17.27 | 11.49 | 24.20 | 13.68 | 17.16 | - |
| WCP | **30.92** | **4.12** | **26.67** | **37.40** | **35.72** | **20.28** | **14.82** | **22.27** | **16.83** | **13.25** | - |

| Metrics | pixel-wise | | | | | |
|---------|------------|-----------------|-------------------|-----------------|| |
| Methods | O ↓ | C↓ | CA↑ | CO↑ | CC↑ | I↓ | II↓ | EA↑ | MS↑ | RM↓ | CI↑ |
| EDSION | 73.17 | 100.00 | 31.19 | 31.55 | **98.09** | 68.45 | **0.24** | 41.29 | 31.13 | **3.21** | 50.29 |
| JSEG | 37.94 | 92.77 | **55.29** | 61.81 | 87.70 | 38.19 | 3.66 | 66.74 | **55.14** | 4.96 | 70.27 |
| SWA | **33.01** | 85.19 | 54.84 | 60.67 | 88.17 | 39.33 | 2.11 | **66.94** | 53.71 | 6.11 | **70.32** |
| WCP | 41.32 | **28.70** | 53.55 | **67.49** | 63.39 | **32.51** | 6.60 | 62.69 | 51.23 | 9.34 | 64.00 |

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of our results with other methods on the Prague benchmark with multiple measurements.
3.2 Results on Berkeley image database

The Berkeley image database contains 300 images and their corresponding ground truth (each image has at least 4 human annotations). In our experiments, we test the proposed method on all the 300 images, since the algorithm has no parameter to be trained. The number of segments $k$ is set from $[3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 35, 40]$. The final results are evaluated according to 4 associated measurements, including: Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI) [21], Variation of Information (VoI) [17], Global Consis-
Figure 4: Visual comparison of our results with other methods on the Berkeley database (examples presented in column-wise, from left to right, are respectively the original images, NCut, GBIS and our results).

tency Error (GCE) [16], and Boundary Displacement Error (BDE) [9]. The popular NCut, GBIS[8] and Normalized Tree Partitioning (NTP) [22] are applied for the purpose of comparison, and their parameters are the same as [14], which manually tuned the number of segments for each image.

The quantitative results are presented in Table 2, with the best results highlighted in bold for each measurement. It is obvious to see that the proposed WCP method ranks the first place with respect to VoI and BDE compared with the other methods. Fig.4 presents some visual comparisons of our results with the other methods, and we can see that NCut tends to split
homogenous large region into separate regions and GBIS has thick edges, while our proposed method can obtain more meaningful region with accurate boundary. We also present some examples segmented by our proposed method in Fig.5. It can be observed that our method can well segment the texture images (the penguin, the leopard, web girl), and it has high discriminative power to detect objects from different backgrounds.

Figure 5: Some examples segmented by our method on the Berkeley database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>PRI↑</th>
<th>VoI↓</th>
<th>GCE↓</th>
<th>BDE↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCut</td>
<td>0.7242</td>
<td>2.9061</td>
<td>0.2232</td>
<td>17.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBIS</td>
<td>0.7139</td>
<td>3.3949</td>
<td>0.1746</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP</td>
<td><strong>0.7521</strong></td>
<td>2.4954</td>
<td><strong>0.1746</strong></td>
<td>16.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCP</td>
<td>0.7496</td>
<td><strong>2.4399</strong></td>
<td>0.2373</td>
<td><strong>15.7416</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Quantitative comparison of our results with other methods on the Berkeley database with multiple measurements: the results of our method are obtained over the best tuned parameter for each image.
4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new method based on the weighted color patch to construct the affinity graph for image segmentation. The proposed method is invariant to uneven light conditions and noise benefitting from the usage of image patches. Furthermore, we assign a local weight to each member in the patch to overcome the over-smooth effect, and also calculate a global weight for each pixel in the image to enhance the contrast between the background and the objects. The proposed method is evaluated by extensive experiments on two popular segmentation databases, and is quantitatively compared with some other standard algorithms. The results show that our method is powerful and competitive, and can be further applied on other clustering problems.
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